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Business Operations

The Retail Financial Services Division provides individ-

ual clients with a broad array of financial products, ranging

from banking products such as time deposits, foreign curren-

cy deposits, and loans, to mutual funds and individual

annuities. We also offer trust and property management

services such as will trust, and estate settlement services, as

well as consultations in overall asset management and asset

servicing. By utilizing our expertise in areas such as pensions

and real estate, we provide a consulting business that places

full emphasis on customer satisfaction and thus conduct a

retail business leveraging trust functions. With our highly

professional and knowledgeable staff, asset management

advisors, and financial consultants, we provide wide-ranging

services focusing on face-to-face relationships. We also pro-

vide an online channel via the Internet and direct telephone

access for customers who desire convenience in conducting

transactions.  

Basic Strategy

Against the backdrop of prolonged low interest rates

and a buoyant stock market, the number of people manag-

ing their assets through stocks, mutual funds and other

instruments has increased. At the same time, the orientation

of customers is increasingly diversifying as demand grows for

investment products that can deliver stable returns to supple-

ment pensions amid apprehension regarding the public

pension system. Looking ahead, we anticipate individuals 50

and over, particularly the baby-boom generation (We have

named them the “Trust Generation”), to increasingly

acquire relatively large amounts of financial assets due to

retirement and inheritance. In addition to this “Trust

Generation”, the second generation of baby boomers will be

in their prime years for home buying and other asset forma-

tion. Together, these trends are likely to lead to a growing

interest in asset management and asset servicing. To meet

these diversifying customer needs, we provide effective solu-

tions through our (1) strong consulting abilities, (2)

extensive product and service lineup, and (3) channels suit-

able for consulting, thereby achieving the status of a bank

that customers choose as their partner in asset management

and asset servicing. In short, the basic strategy of the Retail

Financial Services Division is to become the main bank for

asset management and asset servicing.  

• Retail Financial Services Division Business Model

A “main bank for asset management and asset servicing”
that provides customer-orientated financial services primarily to

the trust generation (the generation in their 50s or above)

Strong
consulting

ability

Enhanced
product
lineup

Development of
channels suitable

for consulting

Strengthening of the Compliance Structure
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Business Environment and Principal Strategies and
Results in Fiscal Year 2005

In the latter half of 2005, the Japanese economy

emerged from a period of stagnation, and since then stock

prices have continued to rise, buoyed by expectations of eco-

nomic recovery. In response to this market environment, the

proportion of stocks and mutual funds is increasing in indi-

vidual financial assets. In addition, with rising interest rates

and land prices, individuals’ propensity to purchase homes is

growing, and demand for housing loans has correspondingly

remained firm. The Retail Financial Services Division is

meeting the needs of customers amid this environment by

expanding its lineup of products such as deposits, mutual

funds, and loans.

Consolidated net business profit before credit costs for

fiscal year 2005 increased by 15.7% to ¥19.9 billion. Sales of

mutual funds and individual annuities for fiscal year 2005

increased by 86.7% to ¥659.7 billion. Income from fees and

commissions increased by 90.8% to ¥24.8 billion.

Depositary assets* have grown steadily to ¥9.1 trillion yen at

the end of fiscal year 2005, reflecting increased sales of

mutual funds that pay out their distributions on a monthly

basis and of our enhanced lineup of time deposits.

* Depositary assets include savings products (deposits, loan trusts, jointly
operated money trust) + market performance-based products （mutual
funds, individual annuities etc.）

1. Mutual Funds 
The Retail Financial Services Division has devel-

oped an array of products that offer variety in terms of

investment targets and risk-return level, ranging from

products for diversified investment in global bonds and

stocks to those for active investment in bonds or stocks

specific to a region such as the USA or Europe. We also

sell mutual funds tailored for direct banking to invest-

ment-savvy customers inclined toward active

investment. Thanks to this broadened lineup, our sales

of mutual funds in fiscal year 2005 rose 132.0% year on

year to ¥492.9 billion. 

• Monthly Dividend Funds

This distinctive fund pays out dividends calculated

on a monthly basis. The product is suitable for cus-

tomers who are new to mutual funds or customers who

desire a monthly dividend. Sumishin Monthly Dividend

Package Fund (nickname: Dividend Family), which

merges seven types of monthly dividend funds into one

package, has gained popularity and in the six months

since its establishment in October 2005, the net asset

balance has topped ¥100 billion. 

• Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) Fund

As a result of the growing concern for corporate

social responsibility (CSR), and good investment per-

formance, the net asset balance of Sumitomo Trust’s

SRI Fund “STB SRI Japan Open” funds (nickname:

Good Company) has reached the highest level for an

SRI fund in Japan. It was also selected for the “Fund of

the Year 2005” award by Morningstar Japan K.K. 

• Other New Funds Developed in Fiscal Year 2005 

We aggressively marketed several new products dur-

ing fiscal year 2005. In February, we commenced sales

of “Sumishin Asia Oceania Dividend Yield Stock Open”

funds (nickname: Asia Dividend Story) for investment

in Asia and Oceania stocks with favorable dividend

yields, and also released “Sumishin Commodity Open”

for investment aimed at world commodity markets as a

mutual fund for direct banking users.

• Depositary Asset Balance (Individuals)
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2. Deposits 
We have enriched our lineup by marketing such

new products as the competitive interest rate fixed-

term deposit “Good Select”,  the pension-type

fixed-term deposit “Kisetsu No Tayori”, and the for-

eign currency fixed-term deposit “Gaika Kakumei”,

which offers a choice of several currencies and deposit

terms and convenient Internet transactions. As a result,

the balance of individual deposits at the end of fiscal

year 2005 reached ¥8,454.9 billion, representing a

7.5% year-on-year increase.  

• Good Select

With this product, customers can opt for either a

floating or fixed competitive interest rate and choose

from three deposit terms, two years, three years or five

years. At the end of fiscal year 2005, the balance of

deposits reached ¥2,127.7 billion, a 110.5% year-on-

year increase. 

3. Loans 
We have also increased our sales of consumer-type

loans such as “Relay Plan Flex,” a highly convenient

housing loan targeting the needs of customers buying,

replacing or refinancing homes, and “Housing Card

Loan,” a discretionary loan which can be used as securi-

ty on the remaining property value for customers with

housing loans. During fiscal year 2005, the amount of

individual loans provided reached ¥461.5 billion. 

• Relay Plan Flex

Sumitomo Trust’s housing loan “Relay Plan Flex”

offers a repayment plan whereby customers can choose

from three types with either floating, cap, or fixed inter-

est rates. With this loan, customers can also arrange

early repayment by a single telephone call and enjoy

other conveniences. At the end of fiscal year 2005, the

balance of housing loans reached ¥1,337.5 billion. 

Growth Strategy

As the shift from “savings to investment” progresses,

needs for asset management and asset servicing particularly

among the “Trust Generation” should continue to increase.

Competition in this market is likely to intensify since many

financial institutions, including not only trust banks but also

banks and securities companies, are responding to this trend

by expanding their products and services and enhancing the

convenience of transactions. To adapt to this changing envi-

ronment, the Retail Financial Services Division will

implement the measures outlined below to complement the

strategy we developed in fiscal year 2005. 

1. Channel Development 
In addition to expanding our consulting functions and

enhancing convenience, one key priority we have is increas-

ing contact points with customers, and as in fiscal year

2005, we will continue to increase our business channels. 

• Expanding Consulting Functions

We are currently opening new “consulting offices”

with stronger consulting functions made possible by

new office designs, varied business hours and the assign-

ment of professional staff. (Five consulting offices as of

July 2006.) We are also continuing to remodel our exist-

ing offices to create private consulting spaces for our

customers. 

• Amount of loans to Individual
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Retail Financial Services Division

• Expanding Direct Banking Functions

In order to attract customers who do not have a

Sumitomo Trust branch nearby or who would like to

make transactions without the time constraints of office

visits, we have expanded our Internet and telephone

banking service, Sumitomo Trust Direct. We plan to

further enhance the functions and products available

through this service by improving security and support

and providing consulting and financial products avail-

able only via the Internet. 

• Expanding Alliances and Trust Agencies

In our trust agency operations, we are increasing the

number of will trust agreements by collaborating with

will trust partners such as business firms and schools. In

estate settlement operations, too, we plan to increase the

number of agreements by further cultivating customers

through other banks and trust agencies. 

2. Asset Management-Type Packages
In order to meet the whole range of customer’s asset

management needs, we have commenced sales of Asset

Management-Type Packages, products which combine

high-interest fixed-term deposits and mutual funds.

Asset Management-Type Packages offer two plans. 

• Time Dispersal Plan

This plan combines time deposits with mutual

funds. After the time deposit matures, the customer can

buy additional mutual funds when desired using the

deposit funds. 

• Portfolio Plan

This plan combines the time deposit “Good Select”

with mutual funds. A premium interest rate applies to

the time deposit, providing a profitable medium- to

long-term investment. 

3. Will Trust and Estate Settlement Operations
The rapid ageing of the population has raised vari-

ous social issues in Japan, one of which is how to

address diversifying asset inheritance needs. To supple-

ment our existing will trust and estate settlement opera-

tions, from March 2006 Sumitomo Trust commenced

handling of the inter vivos gift trust-type “Omoiyari”

and the will-type “Omoiyari” in a set. We will continue

to work actively toward expanding our product lineup

to meet these manifold needs. 

4. Private Banking
In addition to providing a wide range of asset man-

agement products including order-made products and

asset servicing products useful for asset preservation and

inheritance such as the blanket servicing trust and busi-

ness inheritance trust, we are building a system which

employs a full-time relationship manager to respond to

various needs such as asset management, real estate uti-

lization, and asset inheritance. We also provide

non-financial services including guidance in medical

consulting services, appraisal of artworks, and health sup-

port in partnership with specialist companies. In fiscal

year 2006, we will enhance the attractiveness of our serv-

ices by strengthening our consulting abilities through

collaboration with professionals from many fields both

inside and outside the company and by integrating our

member services and improving product appeal. 

5. Other Activities 
In order to develop excellent products and services

based on the opinions and preferences of customers, we

introduced a customer monitoring system from

November 2005 on a trial basis. We conduct question-

naire surveys of customers who have registered in

advance, and analyze customer opinions gathered

through “Customer Voice” cards located at office coun-

ters and special telephones, and use this information to

improve service. In addition to our existing training sys-

tem, we established the “Retail Open Academy” to

support self-development by all employees of the Retail

Financial Service Division. From April 2006, we began

to offer courses for learning the skills necessary in the

asset management and asset servicing business such as

skills related to deposits and performance-based prod-

ucts, and for providing effective solutions.




